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Development of an Integrated Global Energy Model

Robert A. ISrakowski”

Systems Engineering and Integration Group (TSA-3)

Technology and Safety Assessment Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Abstract

The primary objective of this research was to develop a forefront analysis tool
for application to enhance understanding of long-term, global, nuclear-energy
and nuclear-material futures. To this end, an existing economics-energy-
environmental (E3) model was adopted, modified, and elaborated to examine
this problem in a multi-regional (13), long-term (-2100) context. The E3 model
so developed was applied to create a Los Alarnos presence in this E3 area
through “niche analyses” that provide input to the formulation of policies
dealing with and shaping of nuclear-energy and nuclear-materials futures.
Results from analyses using the E3 model have been presented at a variety of
national and international conferences and workshops. Through use of the E3
model Los Alarnos was afforded the opportunity to participate in a multi-
national E3 study team that is examining a range of global, long-term nuclear
issues under the auspices of the IAEA during the 1998-99 period. Finally, the
E3 model developed under this LDRD project is being used as an important
component in more recent Nuclear Material Management Systems (NMMS)
project.

Background and Research Objectives

The need for a long-term, global energy modeling capability was recognized. As

elaborated on in Fig. 1, a significant goal of this project is an improved and quantitative

understanding of the connectivities b,etween nuclear weapons (NW), nuclear materials (NM),

and nuclear energy (NE). Since the global generation and flow of nuclear material is dominated

by nuclear-energy demand, a modeling capability that made the NM-NE connection was

essential to understand and maintain perspectives on the overall NW-NM-NE issue.

Consequently, after a survey of existing global energy models, the long-standing and well-

proven ERB (Edmonds, Rielly, Barns) E3 (Energy, Economics, Environment) mode12 was

adopted for modification3-5 to meet the overall objectives of the project. The modified ERB

model elaborated considerably the regional, technology, and economic description of NE, with

an emphasis being placed on the nuclear fuel cycle, the temporal and regional flows and

inventories, and the assessment of the proliferation potential associated with those NM flows
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and inventories4. Since the original impetus for the creating the ERB model was concern over
*

global climate change induced by increased use of fossil fuelsz, a natural result and capability

of the modified ER13 model was an ability to compare NM-related risks with those associated

with long-term atmospheric accumulations of greenhouse gases6’7.The primary objective of the

present LDRD project was to: a) to develop a forefront analysis tool for understanding

quantitatively the problems of long-term, global, NE and NM futures; b) to create a

Los Alamos presence in and contribution to the broader NE/NM community through the use of

this integrated E3 model by performing and reporting “niche analyses”; c) to project a Los

Akunos expertise in the general area of E3 analyses and assessments through the presentation of

technical results at conferences and workshops; and d) to potentially attract out-year funding

for the above-described activities while simultaneously advancing modeling capabilities and

collaborations.

Nuclear Weapons Nuclear Energy

Scenarios
● Build down (incl unilateral)
● Bipolar, extending to tripolar
● Nuclear and other forces

Issues

I_

● Stability
● Reconstitution
● Latent

capabilities ~-
\\\

Reaimes .\
‘\

‘x .

Inventories Scenarios
● Location
● Form 7 Roles, Impacts

Proliferation Risk
Metrics

\\

● Timeliness
● Plutonium
● HEU

Imc)rovements

/

● Fuel Cycle
● Safety
● Economics

“.

“Prolif6!!olsta;7Dacts\
‘‘ and Waste Management/

Rearmament
4 ‘ -------------------- Fuel Cycle Strategies

and Technologies

Figure 1. Focus areas that provided the rationale and impetus for the project.
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Importance to LANL Science and Technology Base and National R&D Needs

Central to the Laboratory mission is an ability to understand and project the essential

elements of and connectivities among the NW-NM-NE focus areas depicted on Fig. 1. Simply

understanding the control and disposition of plutonium or enriched uranium released from

dismantled NWs is not sufficient in a politically multi-polar world. Growing economic

globalization is pushing more for sustainable development under constraints of mitigating

global climate change. Key features of such a world, against which NW-NM-NE interactions

displayed on Fig. 1 must be weighed, includeg:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

enhanced cross-boundary transport of energy technologies and fuels;

more secure/stable fossil fuel supplies;

reduced importance of national energy strategies;

lower/slower long-term economic growth, except in Asia;

decreasing competitive margins between fossil and fission energy, driven by lower fossil-

fuel prices, increased efficiencies, reduced-cost clean-coal technologies;

broader public input to energy policies;

continued, if not increased, concerns on nuclear safeguards and proliferation in a changing

geopolitical and global-economic environmen~

release of large quantities of NM from NW stockpiles;

higher worldwide NE safety standards extending to a broadening cultural spectrum;

slowing of short-term and long-term NE deployment, development, and reprocessing;

intermingling at national levels of energy, environment, and strategic security concerns.

Hence, the development of a long-term vision that adequately charts pathways to goals and

endstates, that in turn realize global benefits of nuclear technology while minimizing nuclear

dangers, requires a modeling capability that touches on all aspects of “things nuclear” (e.g.,

NWs, NM, NE, environment, nonproliferation, public acceptance, institutional demands and

limitations, etc.). For this reason, the integrated modeling approach depicted heuristically in

Fig. 2 and elaborated on a more operational level in Fig. 3 has been initiated and advanced with

the resources provided by this LDRD project.

As is shown in Fig. 4, an essential element of the project has been communication

through presentations, publications, and more formal collaborations. These are described in

the following section, and as is indicated in the publications listed in the subsequent section.
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Figure 2. Heuristic de~iction of demand-tiven modeling auuroach adouted to access future
NE roles, impacts, and issues related to the ~-~-NE iss{es and connectivities
illustrated on Fig. 1
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Figure 3.

.Edmonds, Reilly,Barns(PNL)

Structural layout of ERB global E3 mode12; four main components comprise the
ERB recursive economic-equilibrium model: energy demand; energy supply;
energy balance; and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Relationships between
inputs and iterated (to common world fossil-fuel prices) outputs, as well as the
addition of a higher-fidelity nuclear-energy model (e.g., resources, costs, nuclear-
material flows, inventories, and proliferation risk) are also shown.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing interaction of three primary components: workshops,
analysis, and outreach.

In summary, therefore, the following benefits to the Laboratory can and/or have

accrued from the development and implementation of the integrated E3 model:

●

●

●

●

●

Provide advanced computational capability for analysis and assessment of important

national security topics (energy security, nonproliferation, environmental security);

Support DOE with advanced modeling/assessment tools in its future mission through

mechanisms such as “roadmapping” support (nonproliferation and nuclear energy,

responses to global climate change, energy planning/projections, technology/innovation

diffusion):

Foster creativity and stimulate exploration of forefront S&T (integrated proliferation risk

assessments, technology diffusion, population and GDP);

Serve as a proving ground for new research and support of high-risk, high-value R&D

(integrated proliferation risk assessments, technology diffusion, population and GDP,

provide support in a range of programmatic long-range planning activities);

Provide technical basis for interacting with a wide range of policy/planning/study groups

(e.g., DOE, IAEA, NEA/OECD, national/international laboratories/universities/centers,

etc.).
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Scientific Approach and Accomplishments

The guiding philosophy of this research was to adopt/adapt to the greatest extent

possible existing, “tried-and-true” modeling tools and approaches, and to apply the resulting

model to NW, NM, and NE issues. The partial-economic-equilibrium, multi-regional global

ERB (Edmonds, Reilly, Barns)2 model was adopted for this purpose and modified as

described below. The Integrated Global Energy Model that resulted was then used as an

outreach vehicle (Fig. 4) to generate and report results that expressed the long-term

implications of a range of NE scenarios in a global, long-term, total-energy context. Details of

these studies are reported in the publications listed below.

After describing the modified ERB model, sample results for what was adopted as a

Basis Scenario for most of the studies conducted under this project are reported. Finally, the

accomplishments associated with the outreach component of this effort are reported in Table I,

which gives a listing of key seminars, workshops, conferences, and collaborative efforts that

ensued from this project. Finally, interim conclusions and recommendations for future work

based on the work given in the Publications section are listed.

Description of Integrated Energy Model

A qualitative description of the ERB model and modifications made to it are given in

this section. A more elaborate description of this recursive, non-optimizing, forced-partial-

economic-equilibrium model of a thirteen-global-region, long-term (-2100) E3 interactions is

I given in Refs. 2 and 10.

The lEA/ORAU Long-term Global Energy Economics Modelz, because of its scope,

transparent y, and generally broad usel 1-15,was adopted as the computational. An operational

description of the ERB (Edmonds, Reilly, Barns) model, as it has been modified and applied to

the present study, is given in Refs. 10 and 16. The nuclear economics and fuel-cycle model

being evaluated “under” the ERB model is also described in Ref. 10, with Ref. 4 describing the

recent evolution of the proliferation-risk model. The latter is based primarily on nuclear-

materials flows and inventories within the civilian nuclear fuel cycle, and is synthesized from

earlier work reported in Refs. 17-19.

The ERB model is comprised of four main parts: supply, demand, energy balance and

GHG emissions (a postprocessor). Supply and demand are determined for six primary energy

categories: oil (conventional and non-conventional); gas (conventional and non-conventional);

solids (coal and biomass); resource-constrained renewable (hydroelectric and geothermal);

nuclear (fission, with fusion being included as a form of solar energym); and solar (excluding

biomass, includes solar electric, wind, tidal, ocean thermal, fusion, and advance renewable;

solar thermal is included under conservation). The energy-balance module assures that supply

6
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equals demand in each of the thirteen global regions (increased from the nine modeled in the

original versionz) depicted in Fig. 5., with primarily electrical energy assumed not to be traded

(e.g., assumed to be generated and used within a given global region). Figure 6 illustrates the

flows of primary, secondary, and final (energy-services) that occurs in each of the thirteen

regions, along with the main drivers of final-energy (FE) demand. While the GHG emissions

are computed after global economic equilibrium and energy balance is achieved for each of the

nine times that are separated by 15-year time intervals, the nuclear component must be

evaluated integrally within the iterative approach to economic and energy equilibrium that forms

the heart of the ERB model. Figure 7 gives a simplified layout of the ERB model, with Fig. 3

describing the approach in more elaborate detail under an input-output format and showing in

specific detail the NE additions made to the model.

The demand for energy is determined separately for each of the above-mentioned six

primary fuels (Fig. 6) for each of thirteen global regions (Fig. 5) and for each of nine times. As

seen from Figs. 3 and 7, five exogenous inputs (including taxes and tariffs) determine the local

energy demand. The base GNP (labor-force productivity x population) is used as an indicator

of both (regional) economic activity and as an index of regional income. The base GNP is

modified through price elasticities to model energy-economy interactions, with GNP - price for

energy-rich regions and GNP - I/price for global regions that must import energy.

Improvements in end-use energy efficiency is expressed in the original ERB model as a time-

dependent index of energy productivity that is independent of energy prices and real income.

Through the use of this AEEI-like (Autonomous Energy Efficiency Improvement) factor,

scenarios can be examined that span the range from continued improvement to technological

stagnation, with these improvements occurring irrespective of world energy prices and real

income. The AEEI-like factor used in the ERB model improves the efficiency with which

secondary energy is converted to final end-use energy at a rate -0.5 -O.8%/yr for most of the

results reported herein. World energy prices for all fossil fuels are established through energy

balance, with regional (fossil) fuel prices being determined by local taxes, tariff, and transport

charges. Interregional trade, however, does not occur for solar, nuclear, or hydroelectric

power.
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Schematic map of thirteen-region ERB model; with area of each stylized rectangular
region reflecting the respective landmasses. The following regional identifiers are
used: USA = United States; CAN = Canada; OECD-E = OECD-Europe;
OECD-P = OECD-Pacific; EEU = Eastern Europe; FSU = Former Soviet Union;

CHINA+ = China plus environs; ME = Middle East; NAFR = North Africa;
SAFR = Southern Africa; LA = Latin America; IND = India; and SEA = South and
East Asia; Macro-regions are defined as OECD = USA + CAN + OECD-E +

OECD-P; REF = EEU + FSU; and DEV = CHINA+ + ME + IND + NAFR +

SAFR + LA + INS + SEA; also, ROW = DEV - CHINA+.
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The demand for energy services (e.g., residential/commercial, industrial, and
.

transportation) for each of thirteen global regions is determined by: a) the cost of providing

these services; b) the level of income (-GNP); and c) the regional population. Energy services

are energized by an array of four secondary fuels (Fig. 6, i.e., liquids, gases, solids, and

electricity). The mix of these secondary fuels used to provide a given energy service is

determined by a cost-based market-share algorithm, as is the demand for fuels used to produce

electricity and the share of oil and gas transformed from coal and biomass. The four secondary

energy sources are generated from the six primary fuels, with nuclear, hydroelectric, and solar

providing only electrical secondary energy; non-electic solar is treated as a conservation

technology to reduce the demand for the three-marketed fuels (e.g., oil, gas, and solids). The

tracking of primary -+ secondary -+ energy services conversion is analytically modeled using

Leontief-type formulationzl. The second important function of the energy demand module is to

maintain a set of energy flow accounts.

As is elaborated in Ref. 16, the nuclear module added to ERB replaces the Leontief

input-output coefficients for nuclear, which in the original ERB modelz was based only on a

scaled cost of uranium extraction (treated in ERB in this regard like a fossil fuel), with one

based on capital, operating and maintenance (O&M), fuel-cycle and decontamination and

decommissioning (D&D) costs. These costs are then fed back to the ERB energy demand

module to determine the respective market-share fraction for NE as a function of time and

region. The NE model that is evaluated “under” the ERB model is based largely on an

LWWLMR reactor mix, where the degree of plutonium recycle as mixed uranium-plutonium

oxides (MOX) in the LWR is exogenously varied as a function of time and region. Similarly,

the LMR breeding ratio, BR, is exogenously varied. The LWR/LMR mix is determined from a

cost (COE-minimizing) algorithm that is evaluated for each time and region separately from the

price-based market-clearing algorithms that are used in ERB to determine the primary-energy

mix; only a single, optimized NE energy price is given to the latter algorithm, with the

LWR/LMR mix being determined largely by uranium resource consumption (cost) and the

relative fuel-cycle (FC) and capital costs of the LWR (for a given level of MOX recycle) and

the LMR (for a given specific inventory and breeding ratio). Additionally, the economic

impacts of including actinide-burning, power-generating Fast Spectrum Burners (FSBS, such

as non-breeding LMRs or Accelerator-Driven Systems, ADS, can be accessed with the NE

model presently evaluated “under” the ERB model.

The energy supply module estimates the supplies for all regions and fossil fuels on the

basis of the (iterating) world prices, the cumulative usage, and the cost of recovery (including

environmental costs) at a given resource grade. Additionally, region-dependent total extraction

costs are decreased in time (for a given grade of resource) to reflect advances in mining

10
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technologies. Energy supplies are desegregated into two categories: a) renewable

(hydroelectric, solar photovoltiac, biomass, and nuclear fission breeder); and b) non-renewable

(conventional and unconventional oil, natural gas, coal, and non-breeding nuclear fission). The

used of a graded resource base (for fossil and nuclear energies) allows the importance of the

fuel resource base to be tested. Fuels like oil shale (and possibly fusion) are considered

“backstop” technologies, in that they present a small resource at a low cost, but can transform

into a large resource at high costs. A given resource is active and able to contribute to the

demand only if the primary-energy price delivered to the energy supply module exceeds the

production cost, and if the resource has not been exhausted. Reference 10 summarizes the

resource assumptions embodied in ERB, except the uranium resource database has been

replace by that reported in Ref. 22. While the majority of results reported here are base on the

resource-versus-grade(cost) assumptions originally developed for the ERB modelz, the impacts

of a more recent (and optimistic) fossil-energy resource database23 was exarnined.zc

Energy balance across regions is established by a set of rules2 for choosing the respect

prices that are needed for supply to equal demand in each energy-service group for each fuel.

The specific test of convergence requires that the difference in regional sums of demand and

supply for each of the three fossil primary fuels (oil, gas, and solids) be less than a specified

value.

The ERB model originally tracked only C02 emission, with CHQand NZO being added

later. Appropriate carbon-emission coefficients (GtonneC/EJ) are applied at points in the

energy flow where carbon is released to the atmosphere; carbon flows where oxidation does

not occur must also be taken into account. Unlike the nuclear model, evaluation of GHG

emissions are made after the main computational sequence is completed and economic

equilibrium is achieved at each of nine times. To the original ERB model has been added an

integral response function24 that has been fitted to the results from an ocean/atmosphere

circulation mode125in order to relate GHG emissions to atmospheric accumulations and the

mean global surface temperature rise that results. These atmospheric C02-accumulation and

average temperature-rise parameters represent interim metrics that remain to be extended to

measure quantitative impacts, such as changes in GNP.

The nuclear model developed and implemented for operation “under” the ERB global E’

model performs primarily three functions: a) determines a “top-level” cost estimate in terms of a

cost of electricity that is reformed into the Leontief coefficients used to determine costs and

market shares, as described above; b) tracks the flow of key elements throughout the nuclear

fuel cycle [e.g., natural uranium (NU), low-enriched uranium (LEU), plutonium (PU), and

spent fuel (SF)] for use in subsequent waste and proliferation-risk assessments; and

c) performs a multi-attribute utility analysis (MAUA) of proliferation risk from the civilian fuel

11
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cycle. The costing and material-stream flows are described in Ref. 10, whereas the details of ‘

the MAUA-based proliferation-risk assessment are elaborated in Ref. 4. Figure 8 schematically

illustrates the overall fuel-cycle (FC) components, in addition to depicting the plutonium flows

and accumulations for the LWR fuel cycle (both once-through and with plutonium recycle)

primarily considered in these studies. Summaries of each of these components of the nuclear

model are given in Refs. 10 and 16.

Before costs, material flows/inventories, or proliferation risks can be estimated,

characteristics of the fuel cycle must be specified. The nuclear model reported in Ref. 10 is

based only on the U/Pu cycle, as utilized in each global region at each time interval by an

economically determined ratio of LWR and LMR systems. The LWR in a given global region

operates along an exogenously determined MOX recycle trajectory that exponentially

transcends from an initial MOX core fraction, f~ox, to a final MOX core fraction, f~ox, with a

time constant ~~ox. The LMR system, if economics and technology diffusion time constraints

allow, is introduced with a pre-assigned breeding ratio, BR. Efforts to manage plutonium

inventories through regional and temporal control of f~ox and BR parameters to date have not

been extensive. Generally, plutonium is assumed to flow freely between global regions, where

deficits is some regions are assume to be corrected by flows from regions with excess

plutonium, as long as the global plutonium remains positive. Detailed plutonium balance and

control remains for future work and a more detailed nuclear and costing models. Specifically,

inter-regional NM flow constraints, breeding ratios driven by inventory and NM need

requirements, and/or cost- and/or sanction-based selections of MOX recycle fraction area

important areas of future work.

12
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Sample Results from Integrated Global Energy Model

Most of the studies using the ERB Integrated Global Energy Model used a “business-

as-usual” (BAU) Basis Scenario as a reference or “point-of-departure” case. This Basis

Scenario is described hereto give a flavor of the kinds of results generated from this LDRD

project. The most recent summary of Los Alamos contributions to the IAEA E3 Study2c gives a

comprehensive picture of how these scenario-based studies are used to provide policy

guidance. The Ref.-26 study focussed on a BAU and an Ecologically Driven (ED) scenario,

both of which considered a standard-growth or Basic Option (BO) and a phase-out (PO) case

for NE; the Basis Scenario reported below corresponds to the BAU/BO case.

The World demand for the six classes of primary energy [PE, e.g., oil, gas, solids,

nuclear, solar (PV), and hydroelectric] are show for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario as a function

of time on Fig. 9. Figure 10A collects the time dependencies of key global parameters for this

case, with Fig. 10B giving PE, GNP, and primary-energy intensity, EI = PE/GNP, growth

rates. The time evolution of regionally aggregated values of primary-energy intensity and per-

capita primary-energy demand are shown on Fig. 11, with Fig. 12 giving cross correlations

among EI, per-capita GNP, and per-capita primary-energ y demand for both aggregated regions

and for the thirteen ERB regions (Fig. 5). While each region included on Fig. 12. shows a

considerable variation, a composite dependence indicated per-capita GNP increasing at least

linearly with per-capita primary-energy demand, with a composite-average elasticity of

-1.2-1.3.

Three key metrics are generated by the ERB model for use in assessing the impacts of

the four cost-driven NE scenarios: GNP, GHG emission, and nuclear material (plutonium)

accumulations, ML, of form i (i = REA, ACC, REC, SEP). Derived parameters, such as

per-capita GDP, primary-energy intensity, atmospheric COZ accumulations and related

implications for surface temperature rise or proliferation risk, follow from these primary

metrics. Additionally, shifts in the magnitude and mix of primary-energy demand resulting

from these cost-driven NE scenarios provide added information for use in impact assessments.

Most of these primary or secondary metrics, however, do not yet provide a means for a

common-basis comparison and/or tradeoff, and the development of such a common basis

remains both a limitation of the present work and an important area of future work (e.g.,

common-basis comparison of risks associated with decreased productivity, global warming,

and nuclear proliferation).
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Time evolution of the six primary energies (Fig. 6) for the BAU/BO Basis
Scenario, showing each separately.
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Figure 9B. Time evolution of the six primary energies (Fig. 6) for the BAU/BO Basis
Scenario, showing each cumulatively.
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Figure lOA.

Figure 10B.
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(REF = FSU + EEU), and Developing (DEV) countries.
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Figure 12C. Correlation of primary-energy intensity with per-capita GNP for the BAU/BO

Basis Scenario for all thirteen ERB regions depicted on Fig. 5.

The World primary-energy demand for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario (Fig. 9) is shown

in Fig. 13 and compared to projections made by a recently completed IAEA study8, which has

as a basis the IIASA/WEC study27. Primary-energy demand results from the GEM1OR

“bottom-up” (technology, process) global E3 mode12c>28’+are also shown. The curve labeled

“GEM1OR” reflects a regional final-energy demand taken as input from the ERB model,

whereas these input demands were generated by a separate SEI algorithm for the curve labeled

“GEM1OR*”. The ERB results correspond closely to the IAEA/MV (Medium-Variant)

scenario8, with the two GEM1OR cases bracketing the ERB result. The World demand for

nuclear energy under BAU/BO Basis-Scenario conditions is shown on Fig. 14, with regional

aggregated demands (OECD, REF, and DEV, see caption on Fig. 5) also being shown. Again,

the ER13 demand projections for NE track closely those reported for the Medium-Variant case,

L4EA/MV, reported by the recent IAEA study*, which in turn follows closely the IIASA/WEC

Scenario B27.

‘The Russian (Siberian Energy Institute, SEI) GEM 10R mode128 along with the Japanese (University of Tokyo)
DNE21 “bottom-up” mode12g, combined with ERB, resulted in a tripartite computation tool used in the IAEA-
sponsored E3 assessment study of a range of NE scenarios for the 21s’ century, as reported in Ref. 26 and 32.
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All NE cases considered by the ERB model assume plutonium recycle in LWRS that

evolves in time to a maximum MOX core fraction of f~ox = 0.3 uniformly across all thirteen

global regions. Figure 14 also shows the impact of a uniformly imposed once through (LWR)

fuel cycle (e.g., f~ox = 0.0); the ERB model reports slightly higher NE demands for the

somewhat less-expensive once-through fuel cycle. For the NE demands corresponding to

BAU/BO conditions, uranium resources do not become a cost issue until the year -2100 or

after, and, for the unit costs assumed for breeder reactors (50V0 more expensive than LWRS),

breeder reactors do not become competitive by the end of the 21s’Century. This situation can

change under conditions where NE demand is enhance by more expensive fossil fuels (e.g.,

scenario ED/BO, wherein carbon taxes are imposed, and the demand for non-carbon

primary-energy sources like nuclear increases.), and/or a more expensive uranium resource

base is assumed. Lastly, regional NE demands for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario are shown in

Fig. 14B, with EEU and CHINA+ becoming major producer of nuclear energy after the years

-2070 and 2085, respectively, for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario conditions. As is shown in

Ref. 26, however, the relative (dominant) NE roles between China and India are reversed

under ED~O scenario conditions; China exceeds and becomes the dominant user of NE over

India in the case where fossil energy (mainly coal) is subject to a carbon tax.

AGGREGATED PRIMARY ENERGY
22-SW-98 LosAhnnos

. BAU/Bb
I I I
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/“ REE...............................----------

[!11!! I I I I

19’75 2000 2025 2050 2075 2100

Figure 13.

YEAR

World primary-energy demand for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario, also showing total
world (TOT), OECD, Reforming Economies (REF = FSU + EEU), and
Developing (DEV) countries; comparisons are made with recent IAEA high (HV),
medium (NIV), and low (LV) variant projections, which are based on the
IIASA/WEC study”; the results from the GEM10R26’28model under BAWBO
conditions are also shown, wherein the curve labeled GEM1 OR uses a combination
of final-secondary-energy demands from ERB as input to the GEM1OR model,
whereas the curve labeled GEM1OR* uses a final-energy demand generated from an
SEI algorithm.
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Figure 14A.

Figure 14B.
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World nuclear-energy demand for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario, also showing
total world (TOT), OECD, Reforming Economies (REF = FSU + EEU), and
Developing (DEV) countries; comparisons are made with recent IAEA high (HV),
medium (NIV), and low (LV) variant projections, which are based on the
IIASAAVEC study27; the results from the GEM1OR mode12s728under BAU/BO
conditions are also shown, wherein the curve labeled GEM1OR uses a
combination of final-secondary-energy demands from ERB as input to the
GEM1OR model, whereas the curve labeled GEM1OR* uses a final-energy
demand generated from an SEI algorithm. Two values of reactor core volume
used to recycle plutonium, f~ox, are indicated for the ERB results; all scenarios
reported from ERB are based on the f~ox = 0.3 case.
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variant projections, which are based on the IIASAAVEC study27.
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The NE model that is evaluated “under” ERB approximates a regionally dependent fuel

cycle that tracks plutonium inventories in four aggregated categories: a) spent-fuel plutonium

that has only been irradiated once in an LWR (ACC = accumulated plutonium); b) spent-fuel

plutonium that has as experienced NCYC= 3 recycles in an LWR (REC = fully recycled, no

longer usable in an thermal-spectrum reactor); b) plutonium actively undergoing fission in a

reactor (REA); and d) separated plutonium either in reprocessing (REP) or in fuel fabrication

(IT, SEP = REP + FF). Figure 15A gives the evolution of world inventories of these four

forms of plutonium for conditions of a globally uniform fuel cycle (e.g., MOX recycle

introduced at a rate the ultimately occupies on average a fraction f~ox = 0.3 of the LWR core).

Plutonium in all spent-fuel forms is represented in Fig. 15A by SFT = ACC + REC. Each of

the accumulating plutonium inventones represents a form- and region-dependent proliferation

risk. This risk has been (subjectively) evaluated using multi-attribute proliferant-oriented

utilities. The normalized (O,1) average utility function, <u>, and a Proliferation-Risk Index,

PRI, based on a discounted and normalized sum of these utilities are also shown on Fig. 15A.

The global <u> and PRI parameters are evaluated using weighings that reflect the perspective

of the USA region, are intended only as a (scenario) relative metric, and future work is needed

to attach actual magnitudes and consequences to this metric. More importantly, both <u> and

PRI are computed using utility functions that are constrained to the civil fuel cycle and must

eventually be evaluated in comparison with potentially more attractive (non-commercial) source

of fissile NM (e.g., clandestine/undeclared uranium enrichment facilities, direct dealings in

NW components, etc.). Lastly, the regional accumulations of (total) plutonium are depicted in

Fig. 15B for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario; this figure also illustrates the impact of a once

through LWR fuel cycle (f~ox = 0.0) on total World plutonium inventories.

Carbon-dioxide emissions and the potential for global warming and climate changes

represent the third top-level metric reported by the ERB model. Figure 16A gives the C02

emission rate, cumulative emissions, and atmospheric accumulations as a function of time for

the BAU/BO Basis Scenario. Also shown are estimates24 of average global surface temperature

rises, AT, that might result from these levels of COZ accumulations. Like the PRI metric, the

average global temperature rise is a relative or interim metric, in that actual consequences

(e.g., damage or benefits to regional economies, as reflected through GDP impacts) are not

recorded. Considerable work is available, however, to relate AT to an economic impact30’31,

unlike the PRI metric. The regional contributions to C02 emissions are given in Fig. 16B.

Finally, Fig. 17A gives the trade-off between accumulated global plutonium (again, for the

BAU/BO Basis Scenario) and the avoided accumulation of carbon dioxide that results from the

use of NE. Figure 17B gives the ratio of avoided carbon dioxide mass to accumulated (total)

plutonium mass, indicating that for these BAU/BO conditions this ratio after the year 2030
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amounts to 10-13 GtonneC/ktonnePu. Expressing the accumulated plutonium in terms of a

proliferation-risk index and the accumulated atmospheric carbon dioxide as a global-warming

potential, the correlation between PRI and AT for these BAW130 Basis-Scenario conditions are

depicted in the Fig.-l 8 results for the four scenarios depicted in Fig. 19.

GLOBAL pu AND> RISK ACCUMULATIONS
22-SW-98 Lostimes

Figure 15A.

Figure 15B.
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YEAR

Evolution of world plutonium inventories for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario, total
inventory accumulations in four categories: once-exposed spent fuel, ACC; fully
recycled (NCYC=3) spent fuel, REC; in-reactor plutonium, REA, and separated
plutonium, SEP = REP + FF; the time evolution of two (relative) proliferation
metrics, <u> and PRI, are also show for this f~ox = 0.3 Basis Scenario.
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Evolution of regional plutonium inventories for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario; the
inventory of total plutonium for the case of a once through (f~ox = 0.0) is also
shown.
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Figure 16A.

Figure 16B.
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atmospheric accumulations~, and estimated global average temperature risem for
the BAU7B0 Basis Scenario; carbon-dioxide emission rates reported from the
GEM1OR model for ERB-driven BAU/BO conditions are also shown for
comparison.
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GLOBAL PLUTONIUM VS AVOIDEDCOZ
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shown along with the total, for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario conditions, with the
normalization, WO,being the atmospheric C02 inventory at the start of the
industrial revolution (-1800); total plutonium inventory for the OT/LWR case

( f~ox= 0.0) under BAU/BO Basis Scenario conditions is also shown.
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Figure 17B. Total accumulated plutonium and avoided atmospheric COZ as a function of time
for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario
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Figure 18. Correlation of proliferation-risk index with global-averaged surface temperature rise
for BAW130, BAU/PO, ED/BO, and ED/PO scenarios.

Summary Conclusions and Future Work

The most integrated application of the Integrated Global Energy Model was (is) as a

tripartite modeling effort described in Refs. 32 and 36. This study of NE futures was

conducted in collaboration with the IAEA and consisted of the “top-down” (macroeconomic)

ERB model providing regional and temporal final energy demands to the GEM10R28 and

DNE2129 “bottom-up” (technology, process) models to examine a range of NE futures.

Figure 19 illustrates the four scenarios considered by this IAEA E3 Study, and Fig. 20

illustrates the inter-model organization and information flows. A synoptic comparison of the

three models that comprise the IAEA E3 Study is given in Table II. The BAWBO scenario has

been described and reported herein. The BAU/PO scenario decreases the NE market share by

increasing capital cost; the ED/BO scenario increases the cost of FE through the application of a

carbon tax under BO conditions for NE; and the EP/PO scenario combines a carbon tax for FE

with increased capital cost for NE.
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I SCENARIOATTRIBUTES ~
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Figure 19. Combination of energy demand-side and sup ly-side attributes used in defining
?four scenarios to be investigated by IAEA E Study Tearn2G732.

The key results generated by the ERB model have been reported in Ref. 26 according to

the following grouping: a) Basis Scenario (BAU/BO); b) NE cost impacts; c) carbon-tax

impacts; d) scenario inter-comparisons; and e) a range of added comparisordparametric studies,

including: parametic NE-cost summary, parametric carbon-tax summary, NE potential for

GHG mitigation, Fossil Energy database (FEB) impacts, and AEEI impacts for the Basis

Scenario. Comments that are specific to each of these parametric grouping have been reported

in the respective sections in Ref. 26 and are not repeated here. The primary intent of these

parametric variations is to illustrate the quantitative sensitivity of the market drivers used to

generated the BAU ~ ED (carbon tax) and BO ~ PO (NE capital cost) scenario transitions.

Top-level conclusions based primarily on these ERB-based pararnetic studies are collected

below and have been submitted as input to the final IAEA assessment

inter-comparison of all three modeling approaches used in the IAEA E3

the following ERB-specific conclusions derive:

report32 based on the

Study. In this regard,

BAU + ED via Carbon Taation: Stabilization of COZ emission rates to -1990 levels

requires carbon taxes to be increased at a linear rate of CTAX = 30 $/tonneC/15yv this

level of carbon tax increases World NE demand in the year 2095 from 2.47 TWeyr/yr

(BAU/130) to 3.91 TWeyr/yr (ED/BO), or an increase of 58% relative to the BAU/BO

Basis Scenario.

BO + PO via NE Cost Increase: A gradual (-40 year) increase in NE capitaJ cost over the

BAU/BO conditions of a factor in excess of three is required to induce a reduction in NE

demand in the year 2095 by a factor in excess of 20, using the Iogit-based market-share

pmadigm that forms the basis of the ERB model; even at very high NE capital costs, the

highly diminished NE demand shows slow growth in later years, as resource-driven
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increases in fossil energy cost arise. The sensitivity of NE demand to capital cost indicates

an “elasticity” of -2.5, as shown in Fig. 21.

. BAU/PO + EDLPO via Carbon Tution: The logit-based market-share paradigm used in

the ERB model cause the diminished NE demands for the EIYPO scenario rise above that

for the BAU/PO case, albeit, both are greater than an order of magnitude below those for

either BO case as is illustrated in Fig. 22.

. Plutonium-GHG Linkage: While both inventories of civil plutonium and atmospheric C02

grow in time, as illustrated in Fig. 18, the relative accumulations of these two materials and

the potential risks each embodies (e. g., nuclear proliferation versus GCC) vary greatly

among the scenarios considered; for the LWR/MOX fuel cycle adopted, each Gtonne of

atmospheric carbon avoided by NE is accompanied by an addition of one ktonnePu (of all

forms) to global plutonium inventory (Fig. 17B); relative economic, GCC, and

proliferation-risk trade offs exist for NE, as is shown in Fig. 23, and for FE in Fig. 24, as

respective costs shift.

. Fossil-Energy Resource D@ Base (FEB): Relatively significant changes in FEB

assumptions (e.g., limited/costly2 to less-limited/less-costly23) has only minor (-~10%)

impacts on global PE and NE demand for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario; the impact on the

latter is equivalent to adopting the somewhat less-expensive LWIUOT fuel cycle; the impact

of FEB assumption on PE demand and COZ emission, while small (again - 10~0), varies in

sign and magnitude with time.

. BAU/BO, EDLBO, and Other Scenarios: The NE demands for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario

tracks closely the Medium-Variant scenario reported by the recent IAEA study8 (Fig. 14A),

and the enhanced NE demand for the ED/BO scenario tracks closely the High-Variant IAEA

scenario8. In both cases China and India become dominant NE regions, but their respective

positions shift as coal is more heavily taxed.

● Role of NE in Mitigating C02 Emissions: Approximately 20-25% of C02 emissions are

associated with electricity generation, as is shown in Figs. 2.5Aand 25B. The contribution

of NE in mitigating C02 emissions is small for the BAU/BO scenario; this contribution

amounts to almost -24~o by the year 2095 (Fig. 25), but this role increases for the EIYBO

scenario (9070 by the year 2095). A preliminary correlation of decreased global tempemture

rise in the year 2095 with increased utilization of nuclear power induced through the

imposition of a carbon tax has been estimated and reported in Fig. 26A; this supply-side

mitigation approach compares with the demand-side tact related to the rate at which SE -+

FE conversion efficiency improves with time, e~(l/yr); these demand-side impacts are also

illustrated in Fig. 25A. Nuclear energy can play a greater role in mitigating C02 efissions
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only if a) electricity end-use is increased and/ov b) the application of NE expands to

accommodate non-electric demands.

. C02 versus Plutonium: The ratio of NE-avoided COZ to total accumulated civil plutonium

by the year 2095 is 13 GtonneC/ktonnePu for the BAU/BO scenario (and slowly

increasing, Fig. 17B) and 10 GtonneC/ktonnePu for the ED/BO scenario (and slowly

decreasing). This ratio is based on a worldwide LWWMOX (f~ox = 0.3) fuel cYcle; this

ratio can be increased, depending on details of the fuel cycle adopted (e. g., use of

LWR/FSB fuel cycle). The direct correlation between accumulated COZ and accumulated

(total) plutonium, and between the related AT and PRI metrics in the year 2095 as the

carbon tax rate varies is shown in Fig. 26B; the percentage change in proliferation-related

metrics (relative to the zero-carbon-tax case) is stronger than linear (inverse of these

“elasticities” shown in Fig. 26B) with the decrease in the GCC metric relative to the zero-

carbon tax case. It remains as future work to assess the relative risks of accumulated C02

versus accumulated Pu, as well as the relative efficacy of mitigating COZ emissions through

use of other non-carbon energy options applied to the supply-side or increased efficiency

applied to the demand-side.
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Figure 22. World nuclear energy demand for the BAWBO Basis Scenario, along with
comparable plots for the BAWPO, ED/BO, and ED/PO scentios; comparisons are
made with recent IAEA high (HV), medium (MV), and low (LV) variant
projections, which are based on the IIASA/WEC studyll.
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Figure 24. Summary of relative sensitivities of key metrics to (linear) carbon taxation, with the
ratio of present-value of total carbon taxes to the present-value of gross world
product, f~AX,being used to express the impact of a range of (linear) carbon-tax
rates, CTAX($/tonneC/15 yr), and with metrics measure in 2095 and referenced to

the BAU/BO ( f~~c = 1.0, CTAX = 0.0 $/tonneC/yr) Basis Scenario in the year
2095; Table HI. gives values used to perform the normalizations, as well as key
definitions.
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Time-dependent fraction of global C02 emissions attributed to each of four
secondary energy (SE) categories for the BAW130 Basis Scenario; also shown
are the rates of COZ emissions, RCO,, for both BAU/BO conditions and if NE

demand were replaced with the average FE mix existing at that time; the fraction

reduction on COZ attributable to NE, fc~,, is also shown.
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Time-dependent fraction of global COZ emissions attributed to each of three final
energy (FE) categories for the BAU/BO Basis Scenario; also shown are the rates
of COZ emissions, RCO,, for both BAU/BO conditions and if NE demand were

replaced with the average FE mix existing at that time; the fraction reduction on

COZ attributable to NE, fc~,, is also shown.
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Figure 26A:

Figure 26B:
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for the AT-PRI relationship is 0.74 over the full CTAX range. Hence, the
percentage change in proliferation-related metrics (relative to the zero-carbon-tax

case, My or PRI, is stronger than linear (inverse of these “elasticities”) with the

decrease in the GCC metric, W or AT, relative to the zero-carbon tax case.
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These interim conclusions/findings derive from a highly aggregated model of global

energy-economic interactions. This aggregation is reflected in both the costing algorithms used

to feed unit NE costs ($/GJ) as input to the ERB market-share algorithm and in the nuclear-

materials (NM) flow and inventory algofithm used to evaluate the nuclear-proliferation models.

Shortcomings related to both model aggregations and to simplifications define the agenda for

future work on this “top-down” (macroeconomic) approach to understanding E3 interactions;

key elements of this research agenda include:

●

●

●

●

●

Nuclear Costing: Attempts to fit “bottom-up” features in the costing of NE to the

generically “top-down” ERB model need expansion to include more detail in both the fuel-

cycle and the capital-cost inputs to the composite unit cost of energy ($/GJ) used ultimately

to determine NE market share, and related proliferation versus GCC trade offs; central to

improving fuel-cycle costing algorithms is the need to choose regional and temporal

plutonium recycle options based on economic (including the costs associated with a given

proliferation risk associated with the NE fuel cycle) considerations, rather than on the basis

of a (region-dependent) exogenous driver.

Nuclear Materials Flows and Znventoties: While (regional) resolution into ACC, REC, SEP

= FF + RP, and REA plutonium forms with which proliferation risks can be assessed is a

start, a rule-based algorithm for inter-regional transport and accumulations base both on

costs and sanctions needs development to resolve and optimize regional plutonium supply

and demand under conditions where proliferation risk (including losses during transport) is

minimized.

Breeder Requirements: Integration of plutonium requirements of an evolving breeder

economy vis 6 vis coupling regional and temporal breeding ratios to other parts of the

nuclear fuel cycle is needed for any model that seriously evaluates and optimizes the

potential and need for breeder reactors; this potential and need should also be evaluated

against advances in sea-recovery of uranium, while simultaneously =-.-:‘~’:-- “-- ---~ ‘-

hold regional plutonium levels at risk-optimal levels.

Fast Spectrum Burners: Comments made in connection with the last

to improved understanding of the short- and long-term role of FSBS

fuel cycle, apply here also.

Proliferation Metrics: The growing inventories of plutonium in the

above so far are expressed only in terms of a relative metric, PRI; not only must this metric

be expressed in terms that can be compared to other risks (e.g., GCC, stunted economic

productivity, etc. ), but sources of proliferation risk related to, but occurring outside, the

WGl&lUll~ UIG liCGU LU

three items, as related

in closing the nuclear

four forms described

civil nuclear fuel cycle must be included in the overall proliferation risk metric (e. g., HEU
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from undeclared facilities, uses of declared facilities for undeclared purposes, direct ‘

acquisition of NW components, etc.).

. Neutrorzic.s: The neutronics model used to feed the nuclear materials flows and inventories

is a highly approximate description based on time-averaged reactor core isotopic; key

averaged parameters used in this model need a firmer connection with more detailed

neutronic computations.

● Greenhouse Warming: Modeling both the dynamics and economics of GHG-driven GCC

need further advancement in relating costs of both demand-side (energy intensity, GDP/PE,

decreases via the AEEI-like parameters) and supply-side (non-carbon energy sources)

approaches to COZ abatement to actual GCC-related damage costs and/or benefits;

expansion of the carbon-taxation model, along with sectoral, temporal, and regional

discounting procedures, need to be formulated and integrated into a global optimization of

GHG abatementhnitigation paths.

c lVon-Carlxm Energy Sources: The primary non-carbon (NC) energy source considered in

this study is NE, but NE must compete with other NC approaches to mitigating GCC;

improved modeling of this competition, particularly biomass, is needed; such an

improvement requires a level of attention to land-use issues that does not exist in the

version of ERB presently being used. Furthermore, cost-induced decreases (phase out) of

NE should result in a transfer of R&D funds to other NC energy sources, thereby reducing

their costs.
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Nomenclature

ACC
ADs

BAU
BO
BR

CHINA+
COE(rnill/kWeh)
CPE
CTAX($/tonneC/15yr)
CY
D&D

DEV

DNE21
DOE
E3

w
EE(EJ/yr)
EEU
EI(MJI$)
ER
ERB
FC
FE(EJ/yr)
FF
FP
FSB
FSU
fLWR
f’

MOX

fm
foW(Uyr)
GCC
GEM1OR
GDP(B$/yr)
GHG
GNP(B$/yr)
HEu

HYDRO
IAEA
IEA
IFR
IIASA

IPCC
LA
LEU “

LV

LWR-recyclable plutonium in spent fuel
Accelerator Driven Systems
Autonomous Energy Efficiency Improvement
Business-As-Usual scenario
Basic Option scenario
Breeding ration (J-AIR)

China plus neighboring CPES
Cost of Electricity
Centrally Planned Economy
linear rate of carbon tax increase
Calendar Year
Decommission and Decontamination

Developing regions (ME + CHINA++ NAFR + SAFR + LA +
IND + SEA)

New Dynamic Earth 21s’Century Mode129
Department of Energy
Energy-Economics-Environment
Ecologically Driven scenario
Electrical Energy demand
Eastern Europe
Energy Intensity. PE/GNP
(uranium) enrichment
Edmonds, Reilly, Barns global E3 mode12
Fuel Cycle
Final (End-Use) Energy demand; also, Fossil Energy
Fuel Fabrication
Fission Product
Fast Spectrum Burner (ADS, IFR)
Former Soviet Union
Fraction NE produced by LWRS

(Final) volume core fraction of LWR operated on MOX, also f~ox
Fraction primary energy supplied by NE
Annual O&M charges as fraction of total capital costs
Global Climate Change
Global Economic Model 10 Regionsx
Gross Domestic Product
Greenhouse Gas
Gross National Product
Highly Enriched Uranium
High Variant
Hydroelectric
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Energy Agency or Institute Energy Analysis
Integral Fast Reactor
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
India or industrialized country
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Latin America
Low Enriched Uranium
Liquid-Metal Reactor
Low Variant

*.
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.
LWR
M
Mco, (GtonneC)

M~(tonne)

ML (tonne)

MU(MtonneU)
MAUA
ME

MOX

N CYC
NA
NAFR
NC
NE(GWeyr/yr)
NEA

NPP
NU
NUCL

o&M
OECD

OECD-E
OECD-P
ORAU
PE(EJ/yr)
PNL
Po
PPP
PRI
Pu
Pv
R/c
RC02(GtonneC/yr)

R&D

REc
REF
REP

ROW
S&T
SAFR
SE(EJ/yr)
SEA
SEI -
SEP
SF

Light-Water (fission) Reactor
Medium
Integrated carbon dioxide emissions

Total plutonium inventory (REA + ACC + REC + SEP)

Mass of plutonium of j“ form (ACC, REC, SFT = ACC + REC,
REA, SEP)

Accumulated global uranium resource use
Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis
Middle East
Market Exchange Rate
(uranium) Mining and Milling
Mixed (plutonium, uranium) oxide fission fuel
Medium Variant
Number of plutonium recycles in LWR
Not Applicable
North Africa
Non-Carbon energy source
Nuclear Energy Demand, Nuclear Energy
Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD)
Nuclear Material
Nuclear Power Plant
Natural Uranium
Nuclear energy
Nuclear Weapons (fabrication)
Operations and Maintenance

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD-
E + OECD-P)

OECD-Europe
OECD-Pacific
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Primary Energy demand
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
NE Phase-Out scenario
Purchasing Price Parity
Proliferation Risk Index -
Plutonium
Present value or photovoltaic
Residential/commercial
Carbon dioxide emissioni. same as Rc

Research and Development
Reactor plutonium
Highly recycled (NcYc>- 3) plutonium in spent fuel
Reforming economies (FSU + EEU)
Reprocessing

Rest of the World, ROW.= DEV - CHINA+
Science and Technology .“
Southern Africa
Secondary Energy demand
South and East Asia
Siberian Energy Institute28
separated plutonium in processing or fresh fuel
Spent Fuel
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SFT
TEC(B$/yr)
TH
TOT
TR
TX
t(yr)
UTC($/We)
<u>
W(GtonneC)
WO(GtonneC)

WP(yr)

AT(K)

‘Mox(yr)

+“
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Total Spent Fuel (ACC + REC)
Total Energy Cost
Thermal
Total, world
Total uranium Resources, KR + EAR-II + SR
carbon tax designator
Time
Unit Total Cost (of NPP), also UTCm
Global average utility function for nuclear proliferation
Atmospheric carbon dioxide inventory, ppmv = W/2. 13
Integrated carbon dioxide emissions, same as MCO,, or

normalizing atmospheric inventory (594 GtonneC at start of
industrial revolution)
World Bank
Warning Period for (proliferation) detection

Global average surface temperature rise

Time constant for MOX implementation
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Table I. Sumwof Key Outieach and Collaborative Activities Initiated Under the Nuclem

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Vision P~ojectl ad the Integrated Global Energy Model LDRD (given in chronological
order).

Global’97 International Conference on Future Nuclear Systems: present two Los Alamos
Nuclear Vision Project papers (Yokohama, Japan, October 6-9, 1997, LA-UR-97-2400
and LA-UR-97-2401);

(Japan) Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) briefing/funding
pitch: (Tokyo, Japan, October 9, 1997);

International Specialist Meeting on Future Nuclear Systems and Fuel Cycle Options:
present Los Alamos Nuclear Vision Project papers (Tokyo Institute of Technology,
October 13, 1997);

Global Foundation International Conference on Environment and Nuclear Energy: present
paper on role of nuclear energy in mitigating greenhouse warming (October 27-29, 1997,
LA-UR-97-4891);

IIASA: plan and implement Los Alamos Nuclear Vision Project input to IPCC process
(Vienna, June 9,1997, and December 16,1997, LA-UR-97-4380);

National Laboratory Briefings: LLNL (November, 7, 1997), SNLA (January 22, 1998);

DOE/0E3 PA: mulicipate in DOWOP E3 survey and workshop (Washington, DC,
January 28-29,’1998~ initiate teaming effort with BNL for DOE-solicit~d proposal to
model technology innovation/diffusion;

UC Berkeley Nuclear Engineering Colloquium (April 13, 1998) and LLBL Briefing (April
14, 1998) on Los Alamos Nuclear Vision and Integrated Energy Modelling Projects;

Santa Fe Energy Seminac Second US-Japan Workshop on Nuclear Futures - Post-Kyoto,
(Santa Fe, NM, April 30- May 1, 1998);

Universit6 Paris Dauphine Colloquium (invited) on the Role of Nuclear Energy in
Mitigating Greenhouse Warming (Paris, France, May 27, 1998);

Aspen Global Climate Change Institute Workshop on Innovative Energy Systems and COZ
Stabilization (invited, July 14-24, 1998, Aspen CO);

Gordon Conference on the Future Role of Nuclear Energy (August 2-7, 1998, Salve
Regina, RI);

Global Foundation International Conference on Preparing the Ground for Renewal of
Nuclear Power (invited, Paris, France, October 22-23, 1998);
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● Paul Scherrer Institut: Seminar and consultation (invited) on IAEA E3 Study, discussions
on multi-regional E3 modeling and on life-cycle energy assessments (November 23, 1998,
and March 1, 1999, Vilingen, Switzerland).

● IAEA:

- Contribute to International Symposium on Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Reactor Strategies:
Adjusting to New Realities (June 3-6,1997, LA-UR-97-1716);

- Contribution to the 1998 “Comparative Assessment of Different Energy Sources and
Their Potential Role in Long-Term Sustainable Energy Mixes”, in conjunction with
NEA/OECD, Siberian Energy Institute (SEI), and University of Tokyo:

--

--

--

--

--

--

Planning Meetings: September 29- October 1, 1997; November 19-21, 1997;
December 17-19, 1997 (Vienna);

Framing Meeting: April 6-8, 1998 (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,
w;

Baseline Meeting: May 25-26, 1998 (NEA, Paris, France);

First Results/Comparison Meeting: September 21, 1998 (Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM);

Second Results/Comparison Meeting: November 16-20, 1998 (IAEA Headquarters,
Vienna, Austria);

Finalization Meeting: February 24-26, 1999 (IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, Austria).
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Table II. Top-Level Comparison of Three Models Used in IAEA E3 Study2b’32

GEM10R2

“Bottom-Up”
(Technological)

Rogne?3
Uranium Institute22

Attribute/Model

Paradigm

Energy Resources

● Fossil

● Nuclear

ERB3

“TomDown”

DNE211

“Bottom-U~”
(Ec;nometfic) (Technologi~al)

Edmonds2 or Rogne~3
Uranium Institute22

Rogne~3
Uranium Institute22

Regions (micro/macro) 13/3 10/3 10/4

Time

. Base

● Horizon

● Increments

1975
2095

15

1990
2100

10

1990
2100

25

Total discounted
energy cost over
full-time horizon.

Total discounted
energy cost over
each period.

5%lyr

Heat, Mechanical,
Chemical,
Electrical; uses SE
demand and part of
FE demand from
ERB, or SEI
demand function.

WB33, direct

Object Function/
Convergence criteria

World fossil prices

Discount rate 5%/yr (when used) 5%/yr

Residential/
Commercial, Industry,
Transportation

Energy structure, PE and
SE same, FE differs

NA, uses SE
demand from ERB

Population

Per-capita GNP
- Source
- Kind

WB33, analytic fit WB33, direct

IIASA27, indirect fit NA
NA

IIASA27, direct
PPP

Technology costs
- Electricity
- Other

NEA34/ERB2
ERB2

~A34

DNE2 128

~A34

GEM10R29

Conversion efficiencies

● Nuclear

● Gas

. Coal

0.35
0.46 + 0.51
0.39 + 0.50

0.35 + 0.40
0.40
0.40

0.33 + 0.35
0.45 + 0.55
0.36 + 0.50

Renewable Energy (RE)

● Commercial

● Non-commercial

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

1975-2005, 1.00%/yr
2005-2050, 0.50%/yr
2050-2095, linear

increase to
0.8%/yr(a)

NA NA

(a) Rate at which SE -+ F conversion efficiency improves with time; non-price t ;ins.
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Table IV. Absolute Values of Key Parameters Used to Generate Normalized Sensitivity

Diagrams (Figs. 23 and 24) for Year 2095

Parameter Value

Carbon-dioxide emission rate, RC02(GtonneC/yr) 19.8

Atmospheric carbon-dioxide inventory, W(GtonneC) 1631.6

Average global surface temperature increase, AT (K) 2.6

Total global plutonium, My (ktonnePu) 15.3

Proliferation Risk Index, PRI 0.14

Electrical energy as fraction of primary energy, EWPE 0.15

Nuclear energy as fraction of primary energy, NE/PE 0.19
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